
Mobile Application Solutions 
Turn any smartphone into a secure emergency communication device

On the surface, smartphones are the ideal emergency 

communication medium. Almost everyone has one. 

Voice, text, web browser, and app services provide 

multiple routes to reach any individual at any time, 

provided that phone is online. In fact, mobile phones 

across industries with many employees and high rates 

of turnover, such as healthcare, industrial production, 

or transportation, or any organization that relies on 

external contractors.

At the same time, mobile crisis communication 

represents a complicated challenge. Smartphone 

and tablet apps, especially on personal devices, are 

must be sandboxed securely from other applications. 

Employees must be able to upgrade devices or move 

from facility to facility without starting the enrollment 

BlackBerry’s AtHoc Mobile app provides the secure, 

comprehensive crisis communication capabilities that 

enterprise organizations need to reach personnel using 

the smartphones or tablets they are already likely to 

have on hand. This powerful supplement to the AtHoc 

networked critical communication platform creates 

helps identify service interruptions and emergencies 

sooner, resolve these situations faster, and restore 

normal operations as quickly as possible.

Safety and Security 
through Mobile Emergency 
Communication

• Reach all impacted personnel with

smartphones or tablets and cellular or WiFi

• Deliver full emergency two-way

communication capabilities including, status

updates, task assignment, task completion, and

real-time photo and video updates

• Enable rapid accountability for the location and

condition of both on-site teams and lone workers

without support in their immediate vicinity

• Drive faster response to dangerous

situations with single-icon headquarters

or other emergency services

• Increase worker satisfaction through employee

management’s ability to respond sooner to safety 

and security concerns

• Deliver exceptional value

iOS, Android, or BB10 devices, including personal

smartphones or tablets

AtHoc Capabilities 

with the following core AtHoc applications. By turning 

any enrolled smartphone into a secure, mobile part of 

the AtHoc networked crisis communication platform, 

AtHoc Mobile increases employee accountability 

and turns smartphones into remote data resources, 

capable of supplying real-time updates from any 

location where service interruptions and emergency 

situations occur. 

AtHoc Account – Generates real-time visibility  

into personnel safety and location

AtHoc Collect – Gathers critical information from 

employees, contractors, or visitors to achieve 

situational awareness. Also collects data from  

sensors or humans prior to alert

AtHoc Alert 

any device

AtHoc Connect – Empowers communication  

and collaboration with other organizations



• Send or receive immediate status updates

and initiate emergency alerts using the device

impacted employees are most likely to have nearby –

their smartphones

• 

personnel 

designed for the screen size of each device enrolled 

in the system

• Share what is happening, as it is happening, 

• Coordinate multiple operations centers within a

single app to address daily operations or emergency

• Organize safe harbor and employee check-in, 

as well as alert employees to changing conditions

based on smartphone location

• Provide context-based visual, textual, and

auditory guidance based on phone call, text

message, or maps that match status and location

• Meet Federal security guidelines for

mobile emergency communication, including

FedRAMP and other standards for security, usability,

and reporting

BlackBerry is securing a connected world, delivering 

innovative solutions across the entire mobile ecosystem 

and beyond. We secure the world’s most sensitive data 

across all end points – from cars to smartphones – 

Founded in 1984 and based in Waterloo, Ontario, 

The Company trades under the ticker symbols “BB” 

on the Toronto Stock Exchange and “BBRY” on the 

NASDAQ. For more information, visit us.blackberry.com.

BlackBerry’s AtHoc Mobile automates and centralizes communications management for mobile critical communication, 

situation has been resolved.
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About BlackBerry

A Secure, Mobile App for Sharing Essential Information


